
WORLD CLASS DOVEWORLD CLASS DOVE
SHOOTING IN CORDOBASHOOTING IN CORDOBA

For hunters who demand maximal intensity when wing-shooting, there is nothing else on the planet that can

beat Argentinean “high-volume” bird hunts.

Challenging hunt No special fitness requirements Accommodation in a lodge Shotgun Hunt

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.diana-hunting.com | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

World class dove shooting in CordobaWorld class dove shooting in Cordoba

HIGHLIGHTS

Districts where the sky is literally swarming with
birds
Thousands of shooting opportunities
A really exceptional hunt!
For hunters who want maximum intensity wing
shooting

Overview

If you don’t get your fill of wing-shooting here, then you
are totally insatiable! The current record for the highest
number of birds shot by a single hunter in one day was set
in Argentina: more than an unbelievable 13,000 doves
where shot by a sharp-eyed American hunter. This tells
you a little about the number of birds....

We represent one of the most exclusive wing-shooting
outfitters in Argentina: Hayes & Hayes.

This outfitter can offer a number of different standards of
accommodation and food. They truly offer an outstanding
product for the true shotgun connoisseur.

We can also arrange high-volume shoots in less exclusive
surroundings, where you stay and dine in good local
hotels, at a significantly lower price. It is really worth
hearing more about what we can offer if your thoughts turn
towards world class, action packed wing-shooting!

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?

JOAKIM PEDERSEN
E-mail: jop@diana.dk
Telephone: (+45) 63 21 10 26

CARL CARLSSON
E-mail: Carl@diana.dk
Telephone: 072-352 56 66

STEN SJÖGREN
E-mail: sts@diana.dk
Telephone: 070-830 53 43
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

La PorteñitaLa Porteñita

La Porteñita sits atop a hill with magnificent views of the beautiful
countryside that surrounds it. Once the vacation home of a
wealthy Argentine family it remains a favorite destination for
shooters who appreciate the subtle sophistication and abundant
hospitality still found at La Portineta.

Open since 1996 and recently renovated, the mix of modern
furnishings and traditional lodge décor combine to make this a
very comfortable and relaxing setting.

The main house has six large bedrooms with en suite baths and a
separate villa offers three additional bedrooms with private baths.
The property’s many porches, along with the large swimming
pool and sunken fire pit lounge provide ample areas for relaxing
or convivial conversation.

The dove fields are 15 to 50 minutes away and at the end of the
day relax and reflect on the days shooting on one of the many
verandas wrapped around the lodge.

The gourmet meals served at La Porteñita are a delicious meld of

European dishes and typical Argentine cuisine. Of course the
beef is strictly Argentine.
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PARTNERPARTNER

Hayes & HayesHayes & Hayes

H & H Outfitters, owned and operated by Alex and Zeke Hayes,
has spent the last 17 years exceeding their client’s expectations
and developing a reputation as one of the finest in the business.

Cordoba Province offers the best dove shooting in the world. The
mild climate, extensive agriculture, and perfect roosting conditions
produce an ever-increasing population of doves. H & H Outfitters,
located in northern Cordoba, provides the finest dove shooting in
Argentina.

H & H Outfitters own and control over 20,000 acres of the best
land in the heart of the prime roosting areas in Argentina. The
roosting ground is a heavily wooded area with native trees called
Piquillin, frequently crossed by natural streams, producing an
ideal habitat for the reproduction of doves. Vast and fertile valleys
that furnish immense quantities of grain surround these refuges.
In addition, Alex and Zeke plant crops exclusively for doves on
their land and use no-till methods which provide consistent and
unlimited amounts of food. By practicing these game
management techniques, we are the only Outfitter in the area that
offers excellent shooting throughout the entire year.
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

CordobaCordoba

In Argentina pigeons are a constant plague for farmers, therefore
the hunting season is open all year. In many places you can find
nesting colonies with millions of breeding birds, and the pigeons
are constantly flying to farmland where they feed off the crops the
whole day. There is never any bag limit on an Argentinian pigeon
shoot and you will experience that the most limiting factor to the
numbers on parade is sore shoulders. If you want, you can often
fire from 500 up to 1,000 shots during a day! The small fast flying
doves are normally shot while they are on passage, but
occasionally decoys are used to bring in pigeons, that are slightly
smaller than our wood pigeons. We can arrange high volume
pigeon shoots with varying degrees of luxurious accommodation
and meals, but they all have one thing in common, the hunting is
no less than incredible!

 

Hayes & Hayes is based in Cordoba province, where you fly to
Cordoba. The owns more than 10.000 hectares but has far bigger
areas. Hayes and Hayes are generally known for their excellent
pigeon shooting, but also their high level in terms of

accommodation and service attracts many hunters.

There are flights to Cordoba Airport, which is between 35
minutes to a few hours drive from the different accommodation.

The terrain is fairly flat, so it requires no great stamina when it
comes to moving around in the area, BUT bird hunting itself
requires some stamina. It is of course up to the individual
hunter, how much effeort one will put into it, for it is primarily
the physics of the hunter, which puts a limit on how many birds
you can shoot per. day.

When the day is over, there will be an opportunity to get a well-
deserved massage, so the body is again ready for a new day in
the office.
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

Prices
Description Possible Lodging Dates Price from (per. person)

The price includes The price does not include

5 days stay with full board and all beverages

4 days shooting

Transfer between international and domestic Airport in

Buenos Aires

Transfer to/from the hunting area

All transport during the hunt

Rental of shotguns (Benellis semi-automatic or Beretta

over & under)

Argentine hunting license

Flight to Argentina

Shells caliber 12 or 20, USD 13,75 per box of 25

Shells caliber 28 or 410, USD 14,75 per box of 25

Pick-up boys USD 70,- per day (To be paid directly)

Tips to staff (Normally around USD 100-150 per

hunter/non-hunter)

Surcharge for single room USD 50 per day

EU liability insurance USD 9,00

Every thing not mentioned under "The price includes"
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GAMEGAME

World class dove shooting in CordobaWorld class dove shooting in Cordoba

Dove, Rock-/Pigeon, Blue

Rock-
Dove, Eared
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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